
GY461 Palo Duro TX Geologic Map from DEM Project

I. Introduction

In this project you will create a geologic map using a digital elevation model raster image
(DEM), and a single traverse where the contacts between the geological formations have been
determined on the base map. Because the sedimentary rocks of Palo Duro canyon are
undeformed, the contacts are horizontal and maintain a constant elevation. This also means that a
geological contact will follow a contour line.

II. Load the Base Map and DEM

Create a project named “PaloDuro” and load the base map that is included with this document
(PaloDuroProject.tif). The map coordinate system will be set to UTM NAD27 zone 14 after
loading the base map. Next, load the DEM which is contained in the folder  “24789681". At this
point the map should appear as in Figure 1. Note that the limits of the DEM don’t match the
limits of the base map exactly. 

III. Convert Metric DEM to Feet to Match Base Map.

The DEM downloaded from the USGS Seamless Server has Z values in meter units so to
compare the DEM to base map contours you need to create a new DEM based on feet. Do this
with the toolbar utility “Raster Math > Times” under “3D Analyst Tools”. Use a conversion
factor of 3.28 (i.e. 3.28 feet per 1.0 meter) as indicated in Figure 2. Name the new DEM raster
“DEM_Feet”. 

IV. Convert the DEM to a Classified Raster

The next step will “classify” the “DEM_feet” raster into zones that correspond to the elevation
range for each geological formation based on the single traverse:

Qo - Quaternary Ogallala Formation (yellow) Code = 4
------------------------------------------------- 3300 feet
Trtr - Triassic Trujillo Formation (cyan) Code = 3
------------------------------------------------- 3150 feet
Trte - Triassic Tecovas Formation (green) Code = 2
------------------------------------------------- 2960 feet
Pq - Permian Quartermaster Formation (red) Code = 1

Use the dialog window example in Figure 3 to generate the “LithoClass” classified raster. Note
the coding of each formation (Quartermaster = 1, Tecovas = 2, etc.). When using the
“Reclassify” tool choose “Equal Interval” and then “Classify” to pick 4 classes. Enter the above 3
break values to generate the proper reclass intervals. 
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V. Convert the Classified Raster to a Polygon Topology
Use the ArcToolbox function “Conversion Tools > From Raster > To Polygon” to convert the
“LithoClass” raster to a polygon feature. First, use ArcCatalog to create a geodatabase file named
“PaloDuro.mdb”. This will be the destination for the “To Polygon” toolbox utility.  Name this
polygon theme “Lithology”.

To complete the geologic map we need to assign colors according to the previous table, and we
need to have lithologic code labels printed on each polygon of significant size. We also need to
calculate the area of each polygon in Km^2 to answer some questions about the outcrop area.
Therefore, you need to create the following additional fields in the Lithology attribute table:

Name Type Size Default Alias
1. Area_Km Float NA 0.0 Area Km^2
2. Lithologic_Code Text 20 unknown Lithologic

Code

In Figure 5 you will see the implementation of these fields in the attribute table of “Lithology”.
Note that the “Shape_Area” field contains the area of each polygon, however, the units are
decimal degrees because the original DEM used these units. At this point you need to use the
base map to determine a conversion factor from square decimal degrees to Km^2. After doing
this run a calculation query to fill in the new “Area_Km” field. Right-click on the field name,
select “properties”, and then click the “Numeric” button to change the number of decimal places
for the “Shape_Area” field to 9 to display sufficient precision.

In addition to the “Area_Km” calculation, run a query or queries to fill in the “Lithologic Code”
with proper values:

1. Code = 1 Lithologic Code = Pq
2. Code = 2 Lithologic Code = Trte
3. Code = 3 Lithologic Code = Trtr
4. Code = 4 Lithologic Code = Qo

Use the “Advanced” setting to insert a VB if-then statement to insert the proper label into the
“Lithologic Code” field based on the [Gridcode] field value. The code should look something
like this:

VB code window
Dim output
if [grid_code] = 1 then
   output = "Pq"
elseif [grid_code] = 2 then
   Output = "Trte"
Rem finish the other elseif statements for [grid_code] = 3 or 4 
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else
   output = " "
end if

Expression window
output

NOTE: If you are familiar with the Python programming language please feel free to use that
language rather than VB for this step.

The final table with calculated values is displayed in Figure 6. Turn on the “Lithologic Code”
labels for polygon labels. Use a reference scale of 1:100,000. Labels should be 6 points.

VI. Layout of Map

Produce a layout for letter size paper (8.5 x 11 inch) in landscape mode containing:

1. Geologic map with lithologic colors at 50% transparency.
2. Lithologic code labels for polygons.
3. Title (“Geologic Map of Palo Duro State Park, Texas”).
4. Lithologic Legend.
5. North Arrow  

Note that the base map already contains a scale bar and UTM reference marks around the margin
of the map. Set a scale of 1:100,000 for printing. Final layout should appear similar to Figure 7.

VII. Questions Section

For the outcrop area of the DEM answer the following:
1. What is the outcrop area in Km^2 for the Quartermaster Formation:_____________
2. What is the outcrop area in Km^2 for the Tecovas Formation: __________________
3. What is the outcrop area in Km^2 for the Trujillo Formation: ___________________
4. What is the outcrop area in Km^2 for the Ogallala Formation: __________________
Turn in this sheet with your map.
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Figure 1: Palo Duro base topographic map with DEM overlayed.
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Figure 2: Raster math “Times” utility to convert DEM to feet units.
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Figure 3: Creating the “LithoClass” raster with the reclass function.
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Figure 4: The “To Polygon” Arctoolbox dialog to convert LithoClass raster to a
geodatabase polygon feature class.
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Figure 5: Layout of attribute table in “Lithology” polygon feature after adding fields.
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Figure 6: Lithology attribute table with calculated values inserted.
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Figure 7: Final layout of Palo Duro geologic map.
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